Adam Powell's death causes estate battle

BY LESTER C. KJ06
Miami (UPI)—The body of flamboyant former Harlem congressman Adam Clayton Powell remained Wednesday at the hospital where he died of a brain-spraying over his estate-tried to agree on funeral arrangements. Powell, one-time "King of Harlem" who rankled with Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. as one of the best known black leaders of his day, died Tuesday night of cardiac arrest stemming from a hemorrhaging prostate and a recurrence of cancer.

The 83-year-old Powell had been in a coma at Jackson Memorial Hospital since March 11, when he was flown here from his retreat in the Bahamas suffering from a bleeding prostate. He had undergone prostate surgery two years ago.

Mrs. Yvotta Diego Powell, the former congressman's third wife, heard of his death on her radio as she drove to work Wednesday morning in San Juan, P.R.

Dorothy Sepos, who has been with Powell in recent years, followed Powell to Miami when he was hospitalized, but was barred from his hospital room by Mrs. Powell, who took charge.

Arthur Newman, Mrs. Powell's attorney said the women had agreed that Powell would be cremated.

Student blood drive is today

Students who made appointments at registration time will be donating blood today in the Men's Gym.

The drive sponsored by Black P. will benefit Pete Lemmon, a graduate student in physical education at this college, Lenor, a victim of leukemia, receives blood transfusions daily at a Bay Area hospital.

Students who did not make appointments may still participate between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. today at the gym.

McGovern says race is narrow

Milwaukee, Wisc. (UPI)—The camp of Sen. George S. McGovern, the solid winner in the Wisconsin primary, said Wed­nesday the race for the Democratic presidential nomination has narrowed to a head-to-head battle with Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey.

Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace, who nursed out Hum­phrey for second place in Tuesday's Wisconsin balloting, disputed that. He said he has "good a chance" as anyone to take the prize and "I do not believe anyone is going to win the Democratic nomination on any first or second ballot.

McGovern, however, said he thought there was "at least a 50­ 50 chance" that he would pull the way and that he will have enough delegates to win that nomination by the time he goes to Miami Beach. But you have to take each of these one at a time as they come along. There's no such thing as a front-runner in this business."

The watershed Wisconsin primary left at least one con­­­­consider, New York Mayor John V. Lindsay, out of the race.

Another, Maine Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, in has had a fourth place showing.

The rest of the 13 candidates entered in the Wisconsin slate may be out of it for good.

The final Wisconsin count, with only four of the 1,383 precincts missing, showed McGovern of South Dakota with 32,082 votes or 33 per cent of the Democratic total.

Wallace, profiting hugely from Republican crossover votes and Wisconsin's love for the state's high property and income taxes, got 30,381 votes or 31 per cent.

Humphrey of neighboring Minnesota held second place until he fell behind in the last hours of Tuesday's count and finished with 23,416 votes or 24 per cent.

Muskie had 10 per cent. losing his New England stronghold in the state's Fourth Congressional District.

"We haven't been advertising it," he said. "But we expect a large sale at the right time."

Seal, sponsored by the Speakers Forum, will speak on the Black Panthers Survival Program at 8 p.m. in the Men's Gym.

Admission is 75 cents for students and $1.15 for the general public.

Seal and Huey Newton founded the Black Panther Party for Self Defense in October, 1966. Seal has been in and out of jail on various charges connected with his Panther activities.

by DAVID BROTHERS

A victorious George S. McGovern said he believes no one will win the Democratic nomination on the first or second ballot.

COMMITTEE

Policy makers needed

Students are checking themselves out in representation on the college policy making com­mittees according to Rick Nelson, the AAI personnel committee chairman.

"Politics are being enacted and on student voice is heard," Nelson said.

Six committees are presently without student representatives and Nelson urges any interested students to make themselves aware of what is going on and to volunteer for these committees. Students can contact Nelson at CU Box 31 in the College Union Building.

The present openings exist on the College Store Advisory Committee, Health Center, Library, Election and Research Committees. The Athletic Ad­

Harry Commission also needs a student representative according to Nelson.

The purposes of these commi­

This college paid $1,400 for its two speakers. Each school paid $100 or more from its student body fees for the period October 1 through December 31, 1971, were the subjects of a study undertaken of a report to the Board of Trustees.

Two state colleges—Humboldt State and Sonoma—have neither a student government nor a student body fee. 18 of the remaining 17

McCovey pocketed the committed votes of 64 delegates to the Democratic National Convention next July in Miami Beach. Humphrey got 18, since he carried two of the state's nine congressional districts. Wallace got none, since he did not win a district despite his second place finish.

To no one's surprise President Nixon picked all 15 Republican delegates at stake. He had op­position on the ballot from Hapi. John Ashbrook of Ohio and Paul N. McCloud of California, but the opposition was strictly of the token variety.

Sales slow for Seals' talk

If crowds show up tonight to listen to Black Panther Bobby Seal, it will be on the strength of two-fisted actor. It won't be surprise Dave Tate's.

Tate's, program counselor, said that ticket sales for Seal's ap­pearance have been moving slowly.

"We haven't been advertising it," he said. "But we expect a large sale at the right time."

Seal, sponsored by the Speakers Forum, will speak on the Black Panthers Survival Program at 8 p.m. in the Men's Gym.

Admission is 75 cents for students and $1.15 for the general public.

Seal and Huey Newton founded the Black Panther Party for Self Defense in October, 1966. Seal has been in and out of jail on various charges connected with his Panther activities.

by MICHAEL ROSS

Iceberg Slim is no William Buckley, but each spoke at San Jose State College. The difference? $1,900.

Buckley, the conservative guru and editor of the National Review, who last got egg on his face with the bonus article "The Secret Pipera the Pentagon Didn't Publish," earned $2,500 for speaking at SJSU. Iceberg Slim, best known as the author of "Pimp," earned $100 at the same site.

Michael Harrington spoke on "The Politics of Poverty" at Humboldt State, receiving $1,300. Chico State featured a Harrington address on "The Accidental Century," paying him $1,800. The anti-war movement was the subject of interest to students of Long Beach State who heard Dr. Benjamin Spock for $800.

Outside speakers at California State Colleges paid $100 or more from student body fees for the period October 1 through December 31, 1971, were the subjects of a study undertaken of a report to the Board of Trustees.

Two state colleges—Humboldt State and Sonoma—have neither a student government nor a student body fee. 18 of the remaining 17

state colleges, three reported no student fee expenditures greater than $100 for outside speakers.

A substantial majority (70 per cent) received less than $500 while only 14 per cent received $1,000 or more. Fees ranged from $100 to $8,000.

San Diego State presented the most speakers of all at a cost of $11,440. While San Jose State paid a high of $8,400 for 4 speakers. Chico State paid its speakers an average of $910. Long Beach spent $800 on 3 Paul Newman speakers. This college paid $1,400 for two speakers during the same period.

A team of four foreign policy experts discussed politics at San Diego State where each year approximately 200 off-campus speakers appear.

Bewitching Pegasus Cassandre transmuted to appear at San Francisco State through the co-

What’s your bid on this speaker?
The majority should decide the elections

When there's an election and only 50 percent of the students bother to vote, it's a problem—and a difficult problem to solve.

When the 50 percent of the 50 percent don't understand the ballot, it's an even bigger problem. And this time, the problem needs a solution.

On Monday students will have a chance to decide just how they want to elect their officials. The Associated Student's Constitution states that if two-thirds of those voting agree, a majority system will replace the present preferential system of electing Associated Students, Inc., officers.

There are arguments to support retaining the preferential system, but these are far overshadowed by the reasons to adopt a majority system.

With the preferential method, no one receives a majority number of votes; the candidate with the lowest number of votes is scratched. Ballots cast for him as first choice are divided among remaining candidates according to the second choice marked on the ballot.

That's the problem. If the voter either marked no second choice, or, in what he thought was a brilliant maneuver, marked the same candidate for all of his choices, his vote is wasted.

Because many students do not understand the implications of running for a first, second, and third choice, the preferential method deprives these students a voice in the outcome of the election. One candidate receives a majority vote on the first count.

The biggest plus for a preferential system is the fact that it eliminates costly (in terms of volunteer committee work and computer costs) run-off elections. But the plus is small when balanced against the greater ideal of giving every voter the best possible chance of voting competently.

The majority system is not only simple, but also stimulates interest in student government by focusing attention on a small number of candidates.

Under the new majority system, candidates would be voted for by first choice only. If none of the people running for office received a majority (50 percent plus one vote where no candidate has voting a run-off election for the top candidates would be held.

Fundamentally, run-off elections would necessitate more campaigning on the part of the candidates, with specific platforms. There is no way students would want the student vote previously divided among lesser candidates.

Elected officers by a majority vote is a must for this campus and will be achieved only by voting students voting yes on the majority system on Monday.

Kathleen Beasley, managing editor
Mr. Big's says no radical speakers

by PETE EVANS

All right students; let's play politics.
Suppose you are a happily settled businessman. You have a few big customers and lots of little customers. One day your biggest customer, Mr. Big, tells you that unless you rid your store of a radical speaker he will take his business elsewhere (he hates them).
You are caught in a dilemma: If the other little customers see you kicking out the Catholic, they might leave you in protest and you'd lose business but if you don't kick out the Catholics out you'll lose Mr. Big's business. So you've got to find a way to please both clients. You've got to find a way to have your little customers either. A perfect solution. So you begin to dig up on the Catholics. It helps the "oust the Catholics" campaign to have a black and white "Catholics" campaign to have a vertical line of argument against the Catholics. It helps the "best Catholic" campaign to have a "best Catholic" campaign to have a vertical line of argument against the Catholics. It helps the "best Catholic" campaign to have a vertical line of argument against the Catholics. It helps the "best Catholic" campaign to have a vertical line of argument against the Catholics.

Mr. Big dislikes seeing controversial (read that; contrary to the journalism department and the Poly) speakers. He is convinced that the students are black and white, that they are competing with each other, that they are conspiring to make it appear that the students were confused, that they don't know what they are doing, that they are Inef­ficient. Suggest they are Inef­ficient. Suggest they are Inef­ficient. Suggest they are Inef­ficient.

QUESTIONS: If Kennedy already has final authority on speakers why does he push for SAC approval?
The big hands would look "clean" if the students were policing themselves. But if they really blew it and someone slipped through he could still use his Final Authority.
President Kennedy, the ASI officers are at all times ready to discuss these issues out in the open.

Let's let the students make the final decision.

Annual photo contest open to camera bugs

Camera bugs, shutter clickers and film freaks may be happy to hear that photos are being accepted for the annual Poly Royal photo contest sponsored by Sigma Delta Chi, the journalism society.
The categories open to all students are black and white, color prints and color slides. The subdivisions include sports, news, feature, portrait, creative and feature. Each student may enter six prints in each category. Judges for the contest are Jim Healy, Daily Review department head; Larry Jamison, the San Luis Obispo Telegram-Tribune photo editor, Dean Klitgaard of the journalism department and Jeannie Twiford, author and photographer.
Photos entered should not have been entered in previous Poly Royal photo contests. Prints must be at least 8 by 10 inches and not larger than 16 by 20 inches.
All entries must be mounted on black. The number of entries of each contestant is not limited. Entries must be turned in at Graphic Arts B2 no later than 5 p.m. April 14th.

Huli O' Hawaii Luau April 15

Hula girls and exotic food will highlight the 19th Annual Luau Center and the Swedish Govern­ment. Recently, Sweden was chosen by the Swedish In­stitute as Sweden's most significant poet and will present the Swedish prize of the International Poetry Forum next year.
"The Paradox of Being Black," was the topic of a speech presented at Chico State by writer Alex Haley, who In­terviewed a succession of headline personalities for "Playboy," which included the controversial "Malcolm X." Haley began two years work of interviewing him, and wrote "The Autobiography of Malcolm X," published in 1965.

"Mr. Big's" says no radical speakers.

A noted speaker is a controversial speaker. The students are black and white, that they are competing with each other, that they are conspiring to make it appear that the students were confused, that they don't know what they are doing, that they are Inef­ficient. Suggest they are Inef­ficient.
Counseling groups form

by BENET BERARD

Assertive behavior, interpersonal relations, weight control, married couples and test anxiety groups are the major criteria set for the group counseling program this quarter.

These decisions are based on the leadership and guidance of Dr. Robert Alberti, counseling co-ordinator, who said, "To develop a diverse form of group counseling, because some of the previous participants didn't find specifics when they attended general groups."

The assertive behavior group is one designed for those who seek to increase their capacity to stand up for their rights as individuals in relationships with others, and to express their feelings more assertively.

This group will meet each Monday and Wednesday at 11 a.m., 1 p.m. and 3 p.m., and Tuesday and Thursday at 3 p.m. Students seeking an introductory group experience to enable them to know and understand themselves better may enjoy this group.

The specialized counseling groups began this week and last approximately eight weeks. Sign-up sheets are available in the counseling center, located in Adm. Bk. Good turnouts have been reported so far, but all students are encouraged to participate.

Not in Ireland

United Press International

In Washington, a White House spokesman said several sites were under consideration as rest stops for the Nixon party on the way to Moscow, but no final decision had been made. White House sources indicated, however, it was unlikely the President would stop over in Ireland.

He advances to rear admiral

Charles Hanks, head of the math department, has been selected recently by the Coast Guard Reserve as one of its two reserve rear admirals.

Hanks recently learned that Pres. Richard Nixon had approved his selection as rear admiral. Hanks will be replacing Rear Admiral Wayne Bulte of New Orleans who retires May 16.

According to Hanks, the position of rear admiral will call for public relations work, visiting reserve operating units and serving on various boards. Although there is more to it than these duties, he says it will be a slowdown from his past 18-year pace.

The 31-year-old Hanks has for the last 13 years been in charge of the Summer Training Program for Coast Guard Reserve units who were required to attend an active duty for two months during the summer.

"I'll leave the last day of finals every spring and be back again the day school started in the fall," said Hanks.

Although he is married, Hanks and his wife have no children, so his three-month absence from home was no hardship. He said that while at Alameda his wife would vacation in places like Spain and South America.

In addition to the summer program Hanks went on two weeks active duty every Christmas. Hanks said while other professors were on vacation he would spend his time in the Coast Guard.

In February Hanks was named Mathematics Department Head, replacing Dr. Milo Whitman who retires at the end of this quarter. Hanks said his Coast Guard experience and being a math instructor have complimented each other.

"My 30 years in the Coast Guard has given me administrative experience," said Hanks, "that I can use as department head." He pointed out that being an instructor helped him learn to teach procedures during the summer training.

A sports lover, Hanks was line coach at the University of Arkansas from 1960 to 1963.

THE PARTS HOUSE

SPEED EQUIPMENT-AUTO PARTS
20% off to Cal Poly Students
564 Higuera St. SLO
543-3344

SAMS RESTAURANT
MEALS
YOU CAN AFFORD
COMPLETE BREAKFAST 79c
COFFEE 10c
WITH ANY MEAL
STEAK NIGHT FRIDAY $1.98
8 OZ. N.Y., FRIES AND SALAD
2015 MONTEREY

EUROPE

AMSTERDAM - BRUSSELS - LONDON
FROM LOS ANGELES
21-70 DAYS - CITIES AND DURATION OF
SEAL DEPEND ON FLIGHT NUMBER

LA/SF/TOKYO
70 SEATS OF AIR

Rich WARBINGER
Yosemite Hall, Rm. 26c
Student Services West, Inc.
546-3612

SPECIAL NOTE: Airline ticket prices are based on a round-trip fare of $200.00 and do not include airport fees, airline tax, or any additional fees or charges. Please contact your travel agent for complete details Click Here To Order Your Tickets

BOOK REVIEW

"Up Against The Law"

by JOHN TEVES

"Up Against The Law" is a perceptive, practical, and understandable guide to legal information for college students.

The 12-page pamphlet contains basic legal difficulties which might befall any student on campus. Contracts, vehicle violations, renting and leasing arrangements, small claims court, defenses in lawsuits and arrests are all discussed by the author, Peter Chamberlin.

The pamphlet is the first half of Chamberlin's senior project. The Brookside Palm Alcove, working with his advisor Mr. P.K. Kenyon, completed the project in the first two quarters of the year. Much of the background work was completed in business law classes Chamberlin, who is currently trying to get into law school, took while pursuing his degree in Business.

Student Judiciary, deeming the pamphlet an aid to student related legal difficulties, financed printing 3,000 copies of the booklet.

"Outlaw has given the reader a skeleton key to the labyrinth of procedures legal problems present. Under each category he provides a general explanation of the law concerning that subject.

A hypothetical problem is given and a student's course of possible actions pursued. The result gives the reader a procedure which the reader can adapt to his own specific problem.

The adaptability of the model Chamberlin constructed is built around two key volumes the student can consult. The California Jurisprudence Index contains the laws or codes which are involved in the case. Also provided is a two-year timetable which tried involved a particular case.

Using the identification gained from the index the student can look up the ruling and the interpretation behind that ruling in the California Appellate Reports. From this the student may discern where he stands with the law he is concerned about.

The brown, black titled booklet is available at no charge at the SLO, the AJSI offices, the College Union, the book store and the AJSI offices.

E. C. LODMIS
and SONS
everything for the
well dressed horse

HORSE OWNERS,- FREE
your choice of:
one head pick or
one mane comb

Bring This Ad.

FEED TACK
VET. SUPPLIES

851 Higuera
543-7110
All students aren't just playing around. They are usually hard at work churning out useful projects. Two of the latest designs created by architecture students were used as guidelines to construct play modules for the on-campus Head Start play ground.

Joseph Crescione, a college instructor, presented this design problem to his architecture practice class. The students, by exploring and working with heavy timber materials, were to design and construct a functional shelter for the play ground.

The shelter, according to Crescione, is to be of heavy timber construction, lockable and functional. Children must be visible from the exterior of the structure while they are playing in it. The interior structure is to be free of protruding structural designs that can harm the children.

With these criteria in mind, and with an understanding of the developmental tasks and needs of the preschool child, Crescione's students were challenged to think and design a play module by analyzing ways of functional designs in construction.

Wayne Rasmussen and Glenn Fryburger submitted designs which met the criteria for the modules. Their designs were donated to the Head Start Sierra Pre-School program Pamela Halas coordinates.

Rasmussen designed a ship constructed with planks, beams, trusses and a telephone pole. The ship allows the children to climb and slide down a rope which is attached to the mast of the ship. The children can play in the storage area and climb up to the deck of the ship.

When not in use by the children, the ship can house wagons and other play equipment. Cost of the ship was estimated at $136. Fryburger designed a free form structure by relating it to the symbol of the architecture department. Made of redwood, the structure allows the children to climb and hang from its beams. Inside the free form, the children can play on the flat surface. Cost of the free form is estimated at $71.

Mr. Crescione said it is important for an architecture student to design projects such as the play modules. It is important for the student to develop a structural concept and then test it for its validity.

 Through a project such as this, the Architecture student is challenged to think and to learn by doing. For the child in the preschool, he is challenged to learn by playing.

The Child Development Preschool has these modules available to the children. Miss Halas said she feels that the play modules are beneficial to the development of the physical and motor tasks of the children.

**Photos**

By Alex Stewart

10 SPEED TO BE GIVEN AWAY FREE TO CELEBRATE OUR OPENING CAMPAIGN+MERGER WINDSOR+AZUKI CAMPAGNOLO pedaler's pantry 777 Foothill at Broad NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

ALL AUTO PARTS (STUDENT DISCOUNT)

AMERICAN PARTS

SUN 10:00 to 4:00 MON thru Sat 8:00 to 5:30 544-7050

**DISCOUNT at the RECORD EXCHANGE**

all $5.98 albums sell for $3.79

all $6.99 factory 8-track tapes $4.98

all $5.98 albums sell for

$3.79

$4.98

at

the RECORD EXCHANGE

in the Foothill Plaza

THREE DAY SPECIAL

With This Ad Expires 4-8-72

AMERICAN

Record $3.19

8-Track $2.49

Cassette $2.29

Student Owned & Operated

CHEAP THRILLS

1037 Osos, S.L.O.

944-2888

the aardvark

New stuff behoid:

- Kama Sutra

- The oil of Love

- New ideas restrict the limitations of imagination

- $5.00 bottle of incredible numbers of mounted photoprints

- New Incense Scents:

- jasmine, orange blossom and coconut-hawaiian

- Bike Bags: wild designs at $2.75 and blank do-it-yourself bags at a steal $1.75

- Bulletin Boards: assorted, prices & sizes

- Herb boxes: tea & cooking material $9.95 per package

- Also: clay beads, clay buttons, glycerine soap, "good-priced" brass bells, wicker chairs

If you haven't been in lately ambulate forth to new mercat
Every story paints a picture.


His music as beautiful, soft and clean. Record World.


A major force in pop music. San Francisco Chronicle.

HARRY CHAPIN / HEADS & TALES

Harry Chapin
Heads & Tales

STEREOWEST
782 Higuera
These three beautiful people have just made the most beautiful album.

782 HIGUERA
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Spikers go south on Saturday

Steve Simms is still trying to get the most out of his Mustang track team by finding the right event for each athlete.

The Mustangs visit Cal State Los Angeles for a triangular meet with the Diablos and the Cal Poly Pomona Broncos Saturday at 1:15 p.m.

"It should be a competitive meet," Simms said. "We'll be switching some of our people to continue their development and to find out which are their best events. I'll be using some of my sprinters in the 400, some hurdlers in the middle and some of my quarter milers in the 800."

Simms said Cal Poly Pomona was "one of the best College Division teams on the West Coast. The Broncos have a lot of new people to go with some fine returning veterans. They figure to be in contention for the title."

The Mustangs have the best mark in five events. The 440 relay may be the best race of the day with Pomona topping run 41.3, the Mustangs 4:13.8 and LA 4:13.3. The spread in the mile relay is a little looser. The Diablos have the edge with a 3:18.7 so far while the Mustangs have a 3:18.8 to dash his. He has a wind-assisted 8.8 to his credit, and along with Rollie McCormick (10.4) will be the only long jumpers to leap 25 feet or more.

The Mustangs also have the edge in the 400 with Kerry Gold owning a 48.8. Teammate Mike Craig, has the best mark in the discus. Dave Hamer who owns the Mustang record in the pole vault at 18-11 1/2 is top man in that event.

Tom Murphy and Pomona's Tim Mayo have both cleared 6-10 in the high jump. The high hurdles figure to match the 440 relay race for excitement. The Diablos' Ron Hogue and Pomona's Roger Aldridge have turned in 14.6 while La's Ron Parker and the Mustangs' Hamer have season's best of 14.8.

Alvin Thompson gestures during pre-game California league. (Photo by Robert E. discussion of ground rules. He will make his final appearance in the 1992 season.

PROFESSIONAL RANKS

Student umpire takes big step

by STEVE GALLE

Sports Editor

Baseball stories... You can find stories of current baseball players in the California State Baseball League!" Far from it. It's political activities, primarily the (1975) Thompson who has been hired by the league for the 1975 season.

The league is made up of major league farm teams as far north as Stockton, as far east as Reno, Nevada, and as far south as Bakersfield.

Thompson, president of the local chapter of the Southern California Baseball Officials Association, was one of only seven umpires hired in the Class A league baseball across the country.

The Santa Maria resident has umpired high school and college baseball on the central coast for over 16 years. He also recently returned from the Al movie 'Summer School' in Dayton Beach, Fla. He attended the six-week session from Jan. 7

through Feb. 15, during which time the schedule required travel for nine hours a day, six days a week.

The umpire school offers instruction from major league umpires such as Somers, Harry Wendelstedt, Dick Boling, Angi Donatelli, and American League Umpires of the Year, Nester Skybak. Also, at the winter session was the number one umpire from Japan, Hiroshi Tomiyawa.

According to Thompson, the school stresses drills, dress, equipment, signals, and mechanics. The participants are given a 10-lecture book that covers all of these areas. Thompson finished third in the test and was graduated fifth by the evaluating board in a class of 100. He feels the $1,300 he spent to attend the school was a good investment. "The school is the only way to learn it correctly," he said.

Thompson, who has been married for four years, says his wife has missed something about his career. "She's not too fond about the traveling. During the season I'll probably make it home about three times a month at the most," he said.

Thompson will leave for his new post in mid-April and will umpire through September when he plans to return to this campus to complete his education by the end of winter quarter next year.

For as his future in umpiring, Thompson says: "My goal is to be umpiring in the majors (American or National League) within five years."

STRAIGHT

FRIDAY, APRIL 7

7:00 & 9:30 C.U. $1.00

LOVE STORY

All Mac Graw, Ryan O'Neil

C.P. Films

Fri. April 7

7:00 & 9:30 C.U. 50c

Eliot Gould, Candice Bergen

GETTING STRAIGHT

Sat. April 8

7:00 & 9:30 C.U. $1.00

LOVE STORY

All Mac Graw, Ryan O'Neil

Subcommittee expands wages

Washington (LUP) — A House subcommittee Wednesday voted to expand minimum wage coverage to include over six million state and local government employees not now covered by the federal wage program. The subcommittee also voted to expand coverage to include some two million additional retail employees and some one million domestics.

WASHINGTON, Apr. 1 (UPI) — The subcommittee voted to expand coverage to include over six million state and local government employees not now covered by the federal wage program. The subcommittee also voted to expand coverage to include some two million additional retail employees and some one million domestics.

WASHINGTON, Apr. 1 (UPI) — The subcommittee voted to expand coverage to include over six million state and local government employees not now covered by the federal wage program. The subcommittee also voted to expand coverage to include some two million additional retail employees and some one million domestics.

WASHINGTON, Apr. 1 (UPI) — The subcommittee voted to expand coverage to include over six million state and local government employees not now covered by the federal wage program. The subcommittee also voted to expand coverage to include some two million additional retail employees and some one million domestics.